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MOD p DECOMPOSITIONS OF //-SPACES;
ANOTHER APPROACH

JOHN MCCLEARY

Let M and M' be unstable modules over the mod p
Steenrod algebra such that there are spaces Y and Yr with
H*(Y;ZP) = U(M) and H*(Y'; ZP)=U(M'). Here U( ) is the
free-associative-graded-commutative-unstable algebra func-
tor introduced by Steenrod. Suppose g: M' —> M is a mor-
phism of unstable modules. We develop an obstruction
theory which decides when g can be realized by a map G:
^(P) -* *Lo, that is, g-=H*(G, ZP)\M>. We then apply this ob-
struction theory to obtain ^-equivalences of certain iJ-spaces
with products of spheres and sphere bundles over spheres
which are determined by the cohomology structure of the
ϋΓ-space.

The decomposition of if-spaces into products of simpler spaces
has been extensively studied by various authors [5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 15,
16, 17]. The problem is to obtain conditions on an arbitrary H-
space and a prime p for which H*(Y; Zp) completely determines the
mod p homotopy type of 7, In [7] Hopf showed that a finite-
dimensional ίf-spaee is rationally equivalent to a product of odd-
dimensional spheres. For a simply-connected Lie group, Serre [15],
Kumpel [8] and later Mimura and Toda [14] have provided conditions
for which a group is p-equivalent to a product of odd-dimensional
spheres and spaces, Bn(p), which are sphere bundles over spheres.

The main thrust of this paper is to describe an obstruction
theory, based on techniques of Massey and Peterson [10], which is
used to prove

THEOREM A. ([9]). Let Y be a mod p H-space where

( 1 ) H*(Y; Zp) is primitively generated,

( 2 ) H*(Y; Zp) = Λ(x2ni+ι, , x2nι+1) where n ^ n ^ - ^ n u and

( 3 ) p'^nι-n1 + 2,

then Y{p) is homotopy equivalent to S (

2; i + 1xS (

2;2 + 1 x ••• x S^ι+\

THEOREM B. Let Y be a mod p H-space where

( 1 ) H*(Y; Zp) is primitively generated,

(2 ) H*( Y; Zp) = A(x2nι+1, , x2nί+i) where nx^n2^ ^ nu and

( 3) 2p > nx — nx + 2 and p ^ 5,

then Y(p) is homotopy equivalent to the product J[s Bms(p){p) x

ILS(^' + 1 with the numbers ms and mt determined by the action of

^ on H)*Y;ZP).
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Theorem B includes most cases of theorems proved by Harper
[5] and Wilkerson and Zabrodsky [16]. The condition p ^ 5 is tech-
nical and can be eliminated by other means. We will concentrate
on the obstruction theory which arises as follows.

DEFINITION. Let M be a module over the mod p Steenrod algebra
.jy(p). We say that M is an unstable module if for p = 2, S^ofx — 0
when dim x < i and for p odd, &*x = 0 when dim x < 2i and
β&*x = 0 when dim x <; 2ί. An algebra over J^(p) is unstable if
it is an unstable module and for p = 2, ^ q ^ = sc2 when dim a? = i
and for p odd, ^ £ # = #p when dim x = 2ΐ.

Let ^ ^ and ^ J ^ denote the categories of unstable modules
and unstable algebras with degree-preserving maps. The definitions
have been chosen so that H*( ;ZP) is a contravariant functor:

The forgetful functor J ^ : <2S.s*f->^^ has an adjoint U:
defined by t/(ikf) = T{M)jD where T(Λf) is the tensor algebra

generated by M and D is the ideal generated by elements of the
form x (g) y — ( — i ) ^ * ^ ^ 0 x a n ( i fOr p = 2, ^q*a? — α (g) a; when
dim cc = i, for p odd ^^α? — a; ® a; 0 (g) a; (j> times) when dim x —
2i. We will call a space #eπ/ nice (following [2]) if H*(Y; Zp) =
U{MY) for some unstable module Mγ. Examples of such spaces
include K(πf n)'s for π finitely generated, odd-dimensional spheres,
most ίZ-spaces and a few projective spaces.

Suppose Y and Y' are very nice spaces and g: Mγ> —»ikίF is a
morphism of unstable modules. We ask whether there is a continu-
ous function G: W-> W such that H*(W;ZP) = £ r * ( Γ ; ^ ) , J?*(T^';
Zp) = H*(Y';ZP) and G*UF/ = gi If such a function G exists we
say that g is realizable by (?. The obstruction theory provides a
series of obstruction sets, έ?n(g), inductively defined and lying in
computable groups such that

THEOREM. There exists a function G: Y{p) —> Y[p) realizing g if
and only if 0 e ^^{g) for all n.

This result has been obtained independently by John Harper
using the unstable Adams spectral sequence where the obstructions
are not as explicitly identified.

In the first section we will provide a thumbnail sketch of the
Massey-Peterson theory providing details where they will be of later
use. The second section is a presentation of the obstruction theory
and in the third section we give the proofs of Theorems A and B.

The results in this paper include part of my Temple University
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doctoral dissertation written under the direction of Dr. James Sta-
sheff. I am grateful to him for his encouragement and guidance.

l The Massey-Peterson theory* Let Me *UΛZ'. We define an
endomorphism λ: M—> M by \\M« = S^cf when p = 2 and X\M2n = ^ n

and λ|if2^+i = β£Fn when p is odd. Since X is an endomorphism this
induces an action of ZP[X] on M. We say that M is a free X-module
if M has a homogeneous basis over ZP[X] or equivalentίy if for all
x 6 M, Xx = 0 if and only if x = 0. The fact that ikf is a module
over the polynomial algebra ZP[X] implies that submodules of free
λ-modules are also free λ-modules.

The important examples of free λ-modules are MK(Z, n) and
MK(Zr, n) where r = pk for k ^ 1 and H*(K(π, n); Zp) = U(MK(π, n))
for ^ > 1.

Using the map λ, we introduce a functor Ω: ̂ ^/έ —> ^ ^ ^ de-
fined by the rule (ΩM)k = (M/XM)k+1. For f:M-+N,*. morphism in
^ L ^ , / commutes with the action of .Sx?(p) and so f(XM) c λiSΓ.
Thus Ωf:ΩM—>ΩN is well-defined. When 7Γ is finitely generated,
by considering the Cartan basis one can show that ΩMK(π, n) =
MK(π, n — 1). In the topological category, ΩK(π, n) = iΓ(ττ, % — 1);
this motivates the choice of notation.

PROPOSITION 1.1. IfP-^Q^R->0 is exact in %f^£', then

ΩP—> ΩQ —> ΩR —> 0 is also exact. In addition, if f is a mono-
morphίsm and R is a free X-module then Ωf is also a monomor-
phism.

The theorem recorded below is due to Massey and Peterson [10]
for the case p — 2 and to Barcus [1] for p odd.

Let ξ0 — (EOf p09 Bo, F) be a fibration satisfying
(a) The system of local coefficients of the fibration is trivial,
(b) H*(F; Zp) = U(A) where A<zH*(F;Zp) consists of trans-

gressive elements.
(c) Eo is acyclic and the ideal generated by the extended image

of A in H*(B0; Zp) under transgression contains all elements of posi-
tive dimension.

By the extended image of A we mean the set {yι}ϋ{vyi} in
iϊ*(.B0; Zp) where v:A-*A is defined v\A^ = 0 and v\^ = β^n and
{ΊJi} projects to a basis for the image of the trangression τ in
H*(B0; Zp)/Q; Q denotes the indeterminacy of τ.

Let /: B -> Bo be a map and ξ = (E, p, B, F) the induced fibra-
tion. Suppose

(d) H*(B0; Z9) = U(R) and R is a free λ-module,
(e) H*(B;ZP)= U(Z) and 2 = ^ $ ^ in ^ ^ and ^ 0 is a
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free λ-module, and
(f) /*: iϊ*(£ 0; Zp) -> H*(B; Zp) is such that f ( f i ) c Z β .

THEOREM 1.2. (Massey-Peterson-Barcus). Given ξ, ξ0 and f: B~->BQ

satisfying (a) through (f), let Z' = coker /J: R —> Z and R' = ker
f*\R, then as algebras over Zp, H*(E; Zp) = £/(£') (x) J7(£jβ') αwd as
algebras over *S%f(p), H*(E\ Zp) is determined by the short exact
sequence in ^ t

0 > U(Z') — > JSΓ——-•* 0 Λ ' > 0

called the fundamental sequence for ξ, where i: F —> E is the inclu-
sion and N is an *Ssf(p)-submodule that generates H*(E\ Zp).

For a proof we refer the reader to [10] and [1], The theorem
gives a clear picture of the mod p cohomology of certain fiber
spaces. This result will allow us to make certain topological con-
structions that carry useful algebraic information.

It is an easy consequence of a theorem of Cartan [3] that the
module MK(ZP, n) is the free unstable module on one generator of
dimension n. We also have that MK(ZP, n) is protective in ^ ^
and so we can talk of resolutions of a module in ^f^S'. Suppose
Y is a very nice space with JΪ*(Γ; Zp) = U(MY) and
Mγ <— Xo <— Xi <— is a (not necessarily protective) resolution of

ε d0 dι

Mγ by modules which are direct sums of MK(π, n)fs for π = Z, or
Zp. Using Theorem 1.2 we construct a tower of fibrations that
carries the algebraic information contained in <%f(Mγ).

By a realization, ^{^f(Mγ))f of £f(Mγ) we will mean a system
of principal fibrations:

777 777 777 777
•*- 8 — 1 •*• 3 - ^ 2 -̂  1

JΛ f/a j/t J/i
~\JΓ v 771 v 77T v 777 777 777

s „ i -*-*8—1 n n 2 1 1 Λ 0

£>s Ps P s - 1 JP3 3^2 Pi

Us \js-l \J2 \jl

ΩF8_, ΩFS_2 ΩF2 ΩF,

that satisfies:
(1) Eo and Ft are products of K(π9 n)'s that is, generalized

Eilenberg-MacLane spaces (gEMs)'
(2) H*(EO;ZP) = J7(X0), H*(Fi; Zp) = U{Xλ) and H*(FS;ZP) =

( 3) /f = do, if o/;+1: β
sXs+1 -> i2sXs is βsds.

(4) The fibration ^Γ1 is induced by the path-loop fibration
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over /,.
(5) Pi*. Y—>Ei is the composition p\+ι°pi

iX\o %°pϊ~lopa.
( 6 ) p*\Zo:Xo-+Mτ is ε.

By using Theorem 1.2 in the construction below we also obtain
( 7 ) H*(ES; Zp) = U(Mr) (g)U(Ω8keγ ds_,) as algebras over

THEOREM 1.3. Given Y, Mγ and <^f(Mγ) as above, there exists
a realization of <^

Proof. We construct gf ( j r ( M F ) ) = {Eu pΓ\ FJf j k , pt; Y} by in-
duction. Y—^ Eo—> F± comes for free because Eo and Fx are the ap-

Po fί

propriate gEMs and maps between spaces and products of K(ZP, m)'s
and K(Z, n)'s are determined by morphisms in ^ ^ . Construct
ΩF, -> Eo -*FX by pulling back the path-loop fibration ΩF, -> PFX -*FX.

Clearly pi satisfies (a) through (f) of Theorem 1.2 and so we can
conclude t h a t i ϊ * ^ ; Zp) = C7(coker f * \ X ι ) (g) U(Ω ker / * | X l ) . However
ft = d0 on X, and coker dQ = ΛfF. Hence ί ί * ( ^ ; Zp) = 17(-Mr) ® ?7(β
kerd 0 ) as an algebra over Zp. Construct p±: Y-+Eλ as a lifting of
p 0 to the fibration; p1 exists since {f1

op0Y — εod0 = 0. To obtain
the jy(p)-algebra s tructure of ίjΓ*(£r

1; ίΓp) we observe t h a t the fun-
damental sequence for p\ splits by the map pt.

0 > UίMJ-^W^—ϊΩkeτdo >0

U(MY)

Thus H^iE^Zp) = U(MY)0 U(Ωkeγdo) as an algebra over
Now 0 —> ker dx —> X2 -» ker d0 —> 0 is exact from the resolution.

Since everything in sight is a free λ-module, by Proposition 1.1,
0 -> Ω ker dί —> β X 2 —> β ker d0 -» 0 is also exact. Using the splitting
of the fundamental sequence and the fact t h a t F2 is a gEMs, we
can choose f2:Eι-^F% such t h a t (/ 2°ii)* = fidi.

The inductive step simply repeats this procedure for /„ to
obtain En+1 and /Λ + 1.

The role of the space Y in this construction is vital since the
splitting of the fundamental sequence depends on the map p8: Y -*ES.
This splitting will play a crucial role in the obstruction theory.

Recall t h a t a graded module is n-connected if Mk = 0 for k <Zn.

Let M be in % ^ and JT(Λf): 0 ̂  Λf <- Jζ, 1r -Σ"o t r - ^ < a r e "
0 i

solution of M in ^^£'. We will call <^f(ikf) convergent if i2sX8 is
/(s)-connected for all s and f(s) -» oo as s —> co. Using minimal re-
solutions and allowing modules MK{Z, n) in the construction of re-
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solutions we can guarantee the existence of convergent resolutions
for most A f e ^ ^ .

Now suppose Y and Mγ are as above and <^f{Mγ) is a conver-
gent resolution of Mγ. Note lim β8ker d8_1alimΩsX8 = 0. Hence

lim H*(Eβ; Zp) - lim [U(MY) (x) U(Ω8ker ds_,)] = U{MY). If we let p^
s s

\imps: Y—>limEs be the inverse limit of the realization of <%?(MY)>
s s

then p*: if*(lim Es; Zp) —» H*(Y; Zp) is an isomorphism. Thus p^ in-

duces a homotopy equivalence (lims Es){p) ~ Y{p) where W(p) is the
modp localization of the space W. In this way we can think of
a realization of a convergent resolution as a successive approxima-
tion to the space Y at the prime p.

2* The obstruction theory* In this section we will assume
that Y and Y' are two very nice spaces with modules Mγ and Mγ>
in <&^? such that H*(Y; Zp) = U(MY) and H*(Y'; Zp) = U(MY.).
Let gr{Mγ):Q*-Mγ<r-Xt*ΓX1*- a n d £?(MT,): 0 <- Mγ, <- X', <τ

ε do dί e dQ

XI <y denote resolutions of Mγ and Mγ, in ^^£'. Because we

have been liberal in our choices of modules to use in the construc-
tion of resolutions we need a definition that provides the analogue
of the defining property of projeetive resolutions. Suppose we have
a morphism g: Mγ> —» Mγ in ΉfΛZ. We will say that g lifts through
the resolutions <£ϊ?{Mγ>) and <£?(MY) if there exist maps gτ: XI —> Xt

in Ήf^rfί such that the following ladder commutes:

r °

ε d0 di

If J^(MY) is already a protective resolution, then any map can be
lifted.

The focus of this section will be on the realizability of morphisms
in ^ ^ ' . The following theorem indicates the effect of a realizable
map on the realizations &(<^f(Mγ)) and ^{^f{Mγf)).

THEOREM 2.1. ([10]). Let k: Y—> Y' be a map such that k*(Mγ>)(Z
Mγ and A* lifts through the resolutions. Let {kj}: £?{MY*) -»<%?(MY)
be such a lift. Then there exists a map Φ: ^{^{MY)) —> ^{^f(Mγ>))
realizing the lift of k*, that is, Φ is a collection {φ^. Et —> E'iy ψd:
Fό —> Fj} satisfying the following:
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(2.1A) ψf = U(Ω''-%): UiΩ^Xl) -> Uφt^-X,). And the following
diagrams commute up to homotopy:

(2.1B) pt1 J ['Pt1 (2.1G) AJ jjj

•j©; Y-

(2.1D) /«+i| |/ t '+ 1 (2.1E) P < | pl

777 ZΓ" 777 777'

Ψ+l Φi

This theorem illustrates the naturality (up to homotopy) of the
constructions we have introduced thus far. We record two corol-
laries to this theorem.

The maps φn:En-^El induce morphisms φ%:Nl->Nn of the ex-
tensions in the fundamental sequences for the fibrations rpl~ι and
pT1. In the proof of Theorem 1.3 we observed that JNî  and Nn are
split extensions. We ask then whether the morphisms φt respect
this splitting. Combining 2.ID) and 2.IE) we get that [f'n+1 o φn o pn] =
[^»+ioΛ+i°Pj = 0 in [Γ, Fi+ί]. Thus pίo«o(/;+ 1)* = 0 which implies
that 0;(Im(/;+ 1)*)ckerp;. By construction Im(/;+1)* = i2Λker d;_x

and ker p* — fl*ker dn_le Thus ^J: ,O*ker ώLi —> i^ker dn_x. From
2.IB) we obtain the following commutative diagram which implies
φΐ: U{Mγf) -> U(MT).

2V.

COROLLARY 2.2. The mappings φn: En -+ El induce morphisms
of split extension φt\ N'n —> Nn.

Now suppose that Y is a primitively generated modp iϊ-space.
The multiplication m: YxY-^Y induces m*: U(MY) -> ?7(ikfF01ίF}
such that m*(My)(zMY © ΛfF. From Theorem 2.1 and the primitivity
we have

COROLLARY 2.3. For Y a primitively generated mod p H-space,
the spaces En are mod p H-spaces and the maps fn: En_x —> Fn are
H-maps.
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The next theorem obtains a partial converse to Theorem 2.1 and
provides the basis for the obstruction theory.

THEOREM 2.4. Let g: Mγ> —> Mγ be given such that g lifts through
the resolutions Mf{Mγ) and J2f(Mγ) and let {#*: X[ —> Xf} be such a
lift. Suppose JZ^(MY>) and <3f(Mγ) are convergent resolutions and
Φ = {φt: E, -» E'u ψj: Fj -+ F-}: ξ?(J?f(Mγ)) -> r£{<%?(MY)) is a map of
realizations satisfying 2.1A, B, C and D. Then there exists a map
G: Y{p) —> Y[p) such that G*\Uγf = g.

Proof. Let J5L = lim {Eίf pΓ1}, EL - lim {Ef

i9 'pΓ1}. Applying a

theorem of J. Cohen [4] to the inverse systems of homotopy com-
mutative squares

we may choose maps p^: Y-^E^, pL: Y' —> EL and φ^\ E^-~>EL such
that the following diagram commutes up to homotopy

fn ίh Ώ

F P°° 777 V^00 777/ ^°° y t

^ J2J OQ Hi QO ^ J.

I 1
If we localize everything in sight at the prime p we get

{p\ rip) \{v) /
p»\ I I /pi

where the maps are understood to be localized. By the assumption
that g?(My) and <^(MY) are convergent, p^: Y{p) ^ E^ and pL:
Y[p) = j&ooίp). Let qL denote a homotopy inverse of pL and define
G — qL ° φn ° Pco. This gives the diagram

Yw

Po
\<
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Now apply £Γ*( ;ZP). From the properties of the mod p localization
we get the following commutative diagram in ^^J? after restric-
tion.

•! I-
Since ε and e' are epimorphisms, by cancellation we have G*\Mjr* = g.

Now fix a morphism g: Mγ> -> ikfF in ^*\^\ We will assume
that fir can be lifted thorugh <£f(Mγf) and <g?(Mτ) and that the re-
solutions are convergent. Because we have taken the Ft and Fί to
be gEMs the lifting {gt: Xί —> XJ gives rise to a collection of maps
{ψt: Ft -> F } such that ft = UiΩ'-'g,). Theorem 2.1 motivates the
following

DEFINITION 2.5. Let j:En-^Ei We will say that 7 is an n-
realizer for # if

2.5a% for 0 <^ ί < n there exists φt: ̂  —> JE,- such that ^ is an
i-realizer and (2.IB) holds. Also the following diagrams
homotopy commute:

2.5b.

/ n

Ϋn+

Prom the definition of a realization of a resolution, everything
at the 0-level is a gEMs and so the existence of a O-realizer comes
for free. Suppose we have an (n — l)-realizer φn_λ. We now con-
struct a particular candidate for 7 an w-realizer. By 2.5dΛ there is
a homotopy H: En_1 x / -> Fl such that H(x, 0) = / i o ^.^cu) and

?, 1) = φ*°f*(x). Recall that j&Λ = {(λ, x)\XePFn, xeEn_, and
= f%(x)} and JK» is the analogous subset of PF'n x E'%_x. Define

7: ^ —> Eή by 7(λ, α) = (XH, φn-i(x)) where XH is the path

[H{x, 2 - 2ί), 1/2 ^ ί ^ 1 .
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Since XH(1) = H(x, 0) = fή(Φn-i(%)), (λπ, Φn-ι(%)) is in E'n and so 7 is
well-defined. It is easy to show that 7 is continuous and satisfies
2.5an, bn and cw. The fundamental sequences of pTι and 'pl~~ι give
us the key to condition 2.5d%.

THEOREM 2.6. TΆβ obstruction to 7 being an n-realizer is the
class \fn+1°y°pn\ in [Y, F»+i]

Proof. Consider the diagram of spaces

> Jojn > rjn

//Hi \fn+i

Fn,} — FUi

From the construction of a realization fn+1°pn = *; if [/»+i ° 7 ° pn] Φ
0, 2.5du has no chance of being satisfied. Suppose \f!ί+1°Ύ°pn] = 0.
Then p:°7*°(/:+1)* = 0 which implies y*{{f'n+,)*(ΩnX'n+d) is contained
kerpIUn - Ωnkevdn^. Since (/:+1)*(i2ίlX;+]) = fcO

Λker d'n_19 it follows
that 7*(β*ker d'%_1)czΩnkeτ dn_le By 2.5cw and the naturality of the
fundamental sequence we get the following commutative diagram:

Ωn9n-n I

Ω*X.+1 —- .0" ker d ^ .

Since JPΛ+1 and ^ + 1 are gEMs the commutativity of this square
implies 2.5dw and hence 7 is an w-realizer.

Observe that \Y, FUi] = H*(Y; π*(FlH)); this with Theorem 2.1
gives

THEOREM 2.7. 7 is an n-realizev if and only if \fn+ι°Ύ°pn) = 0
in H*(Y;π*(FUi)).

The map 7 as constructed above was a single candidate for an
w-realizer. Since 'pl~u. El —> E^λ is a principal fibration we can vary
7 by the principal action μ: ΩF'n x E'n --» ̂ . That is, if ζ e [Enf E'n]
and I'pΓ1 ° C] - ['pΓ1 ° 7] - [ψn^ o pr 1 ] then there exists a w e [En, ΩF'n\
such that [/ίo(ίί/χγ)oj] = [ζ] in [En, Eή]. If ζ is a map obtained in
this manner from 7 and the principal action, then ζ satisfies 2.5an,
bn and cn and hence Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 hold when 7 is replaced
by ζ.

Suppose we are given an (n — l)-realizer. Define Γn: [En, ΩFή\—>
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[ Y, F:+1] to be the composite [E%, ΩFΪ]^^ [En, EΆ — # [En, F;+J ^
[Y, Fϋ+i] where F$[q] = [qoF] and F*[q]'= [F<>q]. Bγ the previous
paragraph the obstructions determined by all possible candidates
for an w-realizer for g lie in the image of Γn in [Y, JF^+J. Let
έ?«(ff) denote the image of Γn.

THEOREM 2.8. Given an (n — l)-realizer for g, it extends to an
n-realίzer for g if and only if 0 6 έ?n(g)c: H*( Y, π*(F*+1)).

If an w-realizer exists for all n, then by Theorem 2.4 we have
that g is realizable. From this and Theorem 2.1 we conclude

T H E O R E M 2.9. g is realizable if and only if, for all n9θe <^n(g).

In [6] Harper proves that the principal action, μ: ΩFή x E'n -»E'n
is primitive in the following sense: If H*(En] Zp) = U(Nή) and yeNή
then μ*(y) = 1 ® » + (Λ)*(») ® 1 in H*(ΩFl; Zp) ® H*(E;; ZP). From
the definition of a realization of a resolution, the map f'n+ι°j'n: ΩFl —>
1^+1 is determined by Ωndn: Ω

nXn+1 -> ώΛXΛ. Since ΩFή and i^+i are
gEMs, the map/»+i ° i ί determines a primary operation Bn: H*( π*
(ΩF$)-*H*( ;π*(FUi)). Utilizing Harper's result we obtain

THEOREM 2.10. έ?n(g) is thecoset [/i+1°7opj + EnH*(Y; π*(ΩFή))
in H*{Y\π*{FUd).

Proof. Without loss of generality we will assume ί*»+1 =
K(ZP9 m) and so take [/»+J = v, a homogeneous class in i\Γ̂ . An
arbitrary class ξ in ^n(flr) may be written as the composite

where w is in [En, F*]. Thusf = lf'n+ι°μ(wf y)°4opn\ =
y*)oμ*(v). By Harper's result we have

^ = ^ 0 ^ 0 ( ^ * 0 7*)(1 (x) ̂  + (Λ)*(i;) <g) 1)

- p ; o J*(l (g) 7*(t;) + W*o(jy*(t;) (g) 1)

= [fn+i°Ύ°Pn] + [f»+ιof»°WoPn\
= [/•+!<> 7 °ί>«] + BJwopJ .

If we let w vary over [Enf ΩF'%] = fί*(^»; π*(ΩFΪ)) we obtain all of
the set <^U#). Hence we can write έ?n(g) = [/»+1°7°p»] +
pZBnH*(En;π*(ΩFή)). Now observe that ^J°S w = ΞΛop* because
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primary cohomology operations are natural. Furthermore p* takes
H*{En\π*(ΩFD) onto H*(Y;πm(ΩF:)). Thus we can write έ?n(g) =

Observe that if BΛ is trivial on H*(Y;π*(ΩF»)), then the only
obstruction to the existence of an w-realizer for g is the class

3* Applications* It is a consequence of BoreΓs structure theorem
for Hopf algebras that if Y is an iϊ-space without p-torsion in its
integral cohomology then H*(Y; Zp) — Λ(x2ni+1, , x2nt+1) where dim
xr — r. For those primes for which &*1 acts trivially on H*(Y; Zp),
Y shares the same cohomology as the space Sp( Y) = S2%ί+1 x x
S2nί+1. If there is a map SP(Y) —>3Γ inducing an isomorphism in mod
p cohomology then, from the theory of localization, Sp(Y){p) and
Y(p) are homotopy-equivalent and the mod p homotopy information
about Y is determined by the product space Sp(Y)iP). If such a
map exists, we call the prime p regular for F.

Now consider those primes for which ^ is the only element of
*S*f(p) to act nontrivially on H*(Y; Zp). Mimura and Toda [14] have
introduced complexes, Bm(p), which are sphere bundles over spheres
with cohomology H*(Bm{p)\ Zp) = Λ(x2m+1, ^ ^ 2 m + 1 ) . If &>x acts non-
trivially we can ask whether or not Y "looks like" a product of
spheres and Bm(pYs at the prime p. More precisely, if H*(Y;ZP) =
Λ ( # 2 m i + 1 , ^ ^ 2 T O l + 1 , , X2mk+1, ^ ^ 2 m f c + l , %2mk+1+l, ' " ' , ^2m s+l), t h β n W β W i s h

a map Kp( Y) —> Y which induces an isomorphism in mod p cohomo-
logy where KP(Y) = Π t i Bmi{p) x Π}-*+i &****1- If such a map exists,
jKpίlΓ)̂ , = Y(P) and we say that p is quasi-regular for F.

We can translate these questions of regularity and quasi-regu-
larity into questions about the realizability of morphisms in ^^€
by observing that H*(Y; Zp) = Λ(x2ni+1, , a?2ni+1) = U(MY) where
Mγ is a direct sum of modules Tr(2mi + 1) = {x2mj+1} and MBm.(p)~
fe»<+i, ^ ^ + J . As unstable algebras, JΪ*(Γ, Zp) = H*(KP{Y))ZP) =
U(MY) so we can ask if there is a mapϋ^: lζ,(Y')(1,) —> F(P, which re-
alizes the map of modules id: Mγ —> Mγ. The existence of such a
map implies that iΓί,(ir)(p) = Y{p) as desired.

The strategy of the proofs of Theorems A and B will be to
employ the obstruction theory to realize each projection from the
direct sum, Mγ -» Tr(2m, + 1) or Mγ -> MBm.(p) by a map rs: Sffin -*
Y{p) or r<: Bm.(p){p) —> F ( p ). We then consider the composite map

Rp: Bmι(p)[p) x x Bmk(p){p) x S^k+1+ x - x S{P)

B

where ξβ(ylf y2, yif , ya) = ( ( ( ^ #2)-2/3) ••)•!/. is induced by the
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multiplication on Y{p). To see that ΛJ is an isomorphism it suffices
to check R*:H*(Y{p);Zp)-*H*(Kp(Y);Zp) on the indecomposables
(=the primitives in this case) to determine that R* gives the ob-
vious isomorphism. Let u be an indecomposable in H*(Y{p); Zp).

/ s \

ΐth place

= Σ
< 1

Now observe that u is an indecomposable implies u e Mγ and without
loss of generality we may assume a is in the i th direct summand
of Mγ. Since

rf = proj/. M r > Tr(2m, + 1) or MBmJ(p) then r?O)

__ |%, if i = i ,

~ (0, if i ^ i .

Thus JB*(M) = ^, the corresponding class in H*(Kp(Y)ip); Zp) and we
will obtain the desired homotopy equivalence if we can realize each
projection AfF-»Tr(2my + 1) or MBm.(p).

Now suppose we want a map, Wr{p) —> F(J)), to realize each pro-
jection Mγ -> i\Γr where Tf r = S2m-+1 or Bmr(p) and iVr = Tr(2mr + 1)
or MBmτ(p). Consider those dimensions in which Wr has nonzero
cohomology and those dimensions in which possible obstructions can
occur; these dimensions are calculable from knowledge of the direct
sum decomposition of Mγ and determination of certain modules in
convergent resolutions of the summands Tr(2my + 1) and MBm.(p).
If these two sets of numbers can be shown to be disjoint then the
obstruction theory implies that a map exists realzing each projec-
tion. With this in mind we provide the following table which lists
the dimensions in which an obstruction might occur when Mγ has
the appropriate summand. To obtain the table one would compute
the first few modules (XOf Xu X2, and X9) in a convergent resolution
of each possible summand. The calculations only involve a routine
application of the Adem relations and the unstable axioms and so
are left to the reader.

TABLE 1

Tr(3)-summand Tr(2m+l)-summand ilf5i(p)-summand ikfJ5m(ί>)-summand
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Proof of Theorem A* Recall that the dimension of &*ιxr is
r + 2(p - 1). If

r = 2nt + 1 then r+2(p-l) = 2n,+ l+2(p-l) ^ 2
= 2̂ j + 3 + 2nt -

since nx ^ w, for all i. The image of a primitive under the action
of J*f(p) is also primitive and since all of the primitives lie in
dimensions less than or equal to 2nx + 1, then we can see that &ι

acts trivially on H*(Y; Z9). Thus H*(Y; Zp) = U(MY) where Mγ =
Tv(2n, + 1) 0 ®Tr(2nt + 1).

Suppose we wish to realize a projection Mγ —> Tr(2nf + 1) by a
map Sfp)i+1-> Γ(p>. From table 1 we see that the lowest dimension
in which an obstruction may occur is 2nλ + 4p — 3. The inequality
p έ nx — Wj + 2 implies 2w2 + 4p — 3 > 2^t + 1 and so any obstruc-
tion must vanish since the '(2?^ + l)-sphere has cohomology only in
dimension 2nt + 1. Hence there is a map S(

2;,i+1 -> Y{p) realizing each
projection Mγ —> Tr(2?ιί + 1). By the discussion in the beginning of
the section, this proves the theorem.

Before proving Theorem G, we first observe the following

LEMMA 4.1. // Y and Y' are moάp H-spaces whose cohomo-
logy is primitively generated and if Y and Y' are very nice spaces
and g:Mγ-+MYr a morphism in ^ ^ / , then the class [/ί°7oj>j6

is primitive.

Proof. By Corollary 2.3, E1 and E[ are mod p iϊ-spaces and ff
is an iϊ-map. From 2.1E) we see that px\ Y -^Eλ is an iϊ-map. It
suffices to note that y is an JEΓ-map. However this is clear since 7
lifts the commutative square

E'Q > Eo

and the assumption that Y and Y' are primitively generated gives
that φ0, f[, /i and ψλ are all ϋ-maps.

Proof of Theorem B* The spaces Bn.{p) have nonzero cohomo-
logy in dimensions 2nt + 1, 2nt + 1 + 2{p - 1) and 2{2nt + 1) + 2(p - 1).
When p ^ 5 the spaces Bn.(p) are mod p iϊ-spaces [12] and so we
need only consider primitives as ^ obstructions. The inequality
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2p > ni — nx + 2 implies that the first obstructions to realizing maps
Mγ —> MBn.(p) or Mγ —> Tr(2n3' + 1) lie in dimensions larger than
2nί + 1 and hence vanish for dimension reasons.

Now observe that the inequality 2p > n{ — n^ + 2 guarantees
that the highest dimension in which a product class xr U ̂ xr can
occur is less than 6p — 6. Thus the ^ 2 obstructions all vanish for
dimension reasons. Since any higher obstructions lie in still higher
dimensions, we have that any projection Mγ —> MBn.(p) can be re-
alized. Similarly any projection Mγ -> Tr(2% + 1) can be realized.
This completes the proof of Theorem B.

We add that more can be said when the mod p cohomology data
for Y is known. In [11] the author obtains results of Mimura and
Toda [14] on the quasi-regularity of primes for compact Lie groups
without the need of the restriction p ^ 5.
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